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Abstract
We compute correlation functions of protected primaries on the 1/2-BPS Wilson loop in
N = 4 super Yang-Mills theory at weak coupling. We first perform direct perturbative
computation at one loop in the planar limit and present explicit formulae for general two-
, three- and four-point functions. The results for two- and three-point functions as well
as four-point functions in special kinematics are in perfect agreement with the localization
computation performed in arXiv:1802.05201. We then analyze the results in view of the
integrability-based approach called “hexagonalization”, which was introduced previously to
study the correlation functions in the absence of the Wilson loop. In this approach, one
decomposes the correlator into fundamental building blocks called “hexagons”, and glues
them back together by summing over the intermediate states. Through the comparison, we
conjecture that the correlation functions on the Wilson loop can be computed by contracting
hexagons with boundary states, where each boundary state represents a segment of the
Wilson loop. As a byproduct, we make predictions for the large-charge asymptotics of
the structure constants on the Wilson loop. Along the way, we refine the conjecture for the
integrability-based approach to the general non-BPS structure constants on the Wilson loop,
proposed originally in arXiv:1706.02989.
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1 Introduction and Summary
The idea of reformulating gauge theories as string theory dates back at least to an early
attempt by Polyakov [1] in which he tried to re-interpret the gauge theories by treating the
color-electric fluxes, or equivalently the Wilson loops, as fundamental degrees of freedom.
A closely-related idea was explored at around the same time by Migdal and Makeenko
who wrote down the Schwinger-Dyson equation for the Wilson loop, known as the loop
equation [2, 3].
The scene has changed dramatically after the discovery of the AdS/CFT correspondence
[4]. It provided the first concrete example of the equivalence between gauge and string
theories and gave a clear physical meaning to ’t Hooft’s planar expansion [5]: Namely,
the two-dimensional surfaces that appear in the ’t Hooft expansion are interpreted as the
worldsheets of physical strings living in anti-de-Sitter space. Besides being a conceptual
breakthrough, the correspondence led to new computational tools since it enabled us to
analyze the higher-dimensional gauge theories using the techniques of the two-dimensional
field theories. The most notable success in this regard is the application of integrability to
N = 4 supersymmetric Yang-Mills theory (SYM) in four dimensions [6, 7]. As a result of
relentless efforts in the past fifteen years, the integrability of the worldsheet was applied
successfully to the computation of the spectrum [8–11], the scattering amplitudes [12], the
structure constants [13], and the four- [14–17] and higher-point correlators [17, 18] in the
planar limit and their first nonplanar corrections [19–22].
In this paper, we analyze quantities that might help us make connections between these
old and new stories. More specifically, we study the correlation functions of operator in-
sertions on the Wilson loop at weak coupling. On the one hand, they can be viewed as
simple generalization of standard correlation functions of local operators and are likely to
be amenable to the integrability machinery as we discuss in this paper. On the other hand,
the operator insertions on the Wilson loop describe the local deformation of the loop and
are therefore closely tied to the loop equation. Although what we will achieve in this paper
is perhaps less than the first step, we hope that our study will pave the way towards the
future developments and help to clarify the relation between the old ideas, such as the loop
equation, and the modern viewpoint on the gauge-string duality.
1.1 Correlators on the 1/2-BPS Wilson loop
Having explained the underlying motivation, let us now describe more in detail the contents
of this paper. Our target is the simplest but perhaps the most basic of all possible correlators
on the Wilson loops; the correlators of protected primaries on the 1/2-BPS Wilson loop in
N = 4 SYM. The 1/2-BPS Wilson loop is a supersymmetric generalization of the ordinary
Wilson loop which preserves the largest amount of supersymmetries. It couples to a scalar
as well as to a gauge field and takes the form,
W = 1
N
Tr
[
P exp
∮
C
(iAµx˙
µ + Φ6|x˙|) ds
]
, (1)
3
where the contour C can be a circle or a straight line. It has several distinctive features as
compared to other Wilson loops. First, thanks to the coupling to the scalar, it is manifestly
UV-finite. Second, because it preserves a large amount of supersymmetries, its expectation
value can be computed by the supersymmetric localization [23–25]. Third, since its contour
is circular or a straight line, it preserves the SL(2, R) subgroup of the full conformal group
and therefore can be regarded as a one-dimensional conformal defect [26–28]. This last point
provides an incentive to study the correlators of operator insertions,
〈W [O1(x1) · · · On(xn)]〉 ≡
〈
1
N
Tr
[
P
(
O1(x1) · · · On(xn)e
∮
C(iAµx˙
µ+Φ6|x˙|)ds
)]〉
, (2)
since they are the most natural observables of this defect CFT. Such defect correlation
functions1 were studied in detail at strong coupling by analyzing the fluctuations around a
classical string configuration in AdS2 [36] while at weak coupling they were studied using
the deformation of the Wilson loop in [37,38]. The spectrum, or equivalently the two-point
functions, of operator insertions were computed from integrability in [39–41]2. The focus of
this paper is on the three- and four-point functions, and in particular on the special operator
insertions
Om(xm) = (Ym · Φ)Lm(xm) , (3)
where Ym is a five-dimensional null vector and Y ·Φ signifies the inner product
∑5
µ=1 Y
µΦµ.
Owing to the supersymmetries, the dimensions of these operators are tree-level exact while
their three- and four-point functions do depend on the coupling constant.
Precisely speaking, to make contact with the defect CFT data, we should consider the
normalized correlator which is obtained by dividing the correlator by the expectation value
of the Wilson loop as
〈〈O1(x1) · · · On(xn)〉〉 ≡ 〈W [O1(x1) · · · On(xn)]〉〈W〉 . (4)
For the straight-line Wilson loop, this manipulation is trivial since the expectation value of
the Wilson loop is unity while for the circular Wilson loop it involves the division by the
planar expectation value [23,24],
〈W〉circle = 2√
λ
I1(
√
λ) , (5)
with λ being the ‘t Hooft coupling constant λ ≡ g2YMN . The spacetime dependence of
these correlators is constrained by the SL(2, R) invariance. For instance, the two- and the
three-point functions are given by
〈〈O1(x1)O2(x2)〉〉 = nL1δL1,L2 × (d12)L1 ,
〈〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉〉√
nL1nL2nL3
=
CL1,L2,L3√
N
× (d12)
L12|3
2 (d23)
L23|1
2 (d31)
L31|2
2 ,
(6)
1For other related works which analyzed the 1/2-BPS Wilson loop in N = 4 SYM from the defect CFT
perspective, see [29–32]. For the analysis on the non-supersymmetric Wilson loops (from the defect CFT
and from integrability), see [33–35].
2It was later reformulated in an elegant way by the Quantum Spectral Curve [42].
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where N is the rank of the gauge group, Lij|k ≡ Li + Lj − Lk and dij is the free-field Wick
contraction which takes the following form for the straight-line Wilson loop:
dij|straight line =
Yi · Yj
x2ij
, x2ij ≡ |xi − xj|2 . (7)
The quantity cL1,L2,L3 is the structure constant of the defect CFT while nL is the normal-
ization of the two-point function, which can be set to unity by rescaling the operators3. For
the circular Wilson loop, one just needs to replace dij with
dij|circle =
Yi · Yj
(2 sin
τi−τj
2
)2
, (8)
where τi parameterizes the position of the insertion on the circle and ranges from 0 to 2pi.
Note that the two expressions (7) and (8) are related by the conformal transformation.
On the other hand, the four-point function
〈〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)O4(x4)〉〉√
nL1nL2nL3nL4
≡ GL1,L2,L3,L4
N
, (9)
is a nontrivial function of the cross ratios. To see this explicitly, we strip off the space-time
(and the R-symmetry) dependence from GL1,L2,L3,L4 as
GL1,L2,L3,L4 = d
L1+L2
2
12 d
L3+L4
2
34
(
d24
d14
)L2−L1
2
(
d13
d14
)L3−L4
2
gL1,L2,L3,L4(χ, α, α¯) . (10)
Then, the remaining quantity gL1,L2,L3,L4 depends only on the cross ratios, defined by
4
x212x
2
34
x213x
2
24
= χ2 ,
x214x
2
23
x213x
2
24
= (1− χ)2 ,
(Y1 · Y2)(Y3 · Y4)
(Y1 · Y3)(Y2 · Y4) = αα¯ ,
(Y1 · Y4)(Y2 · Y3)
(Y1 · Y3)(Y2 · Y4) = (1− α)(1− α¯) .
(11)
Let us now make one important remark: In one-dimensional (defect) CFTs, one should
be careful about the ordering of the operators since the correlators with different orderings
are not related by a simple analytic continuation even in the Euclidean kinematics. This is
in marked contrast to the higher-dimensional CFTs in which one can continuously move one
operator around another to reach a different configuration. In terms of the conformal cross
ratio, the different orderings correspond to different ranges of χ as5
{2134} : χ ∈ [−∞, 0] , {1234} : χ ∈ [0, 1] , {1324} : χ ∈ [1,∞] , (12)
3The protected primaries can be obtained by taking the OPE of single-scalar insertions Φi (i 6= 6), which
are in the same supermultiplet as the displacement operator and have canonical normalization. Therefore it
is possible to attribute certain physical meaning to the normalization nL (see for instance [31]). However,
we will not advocate this point of view in this paper.
4Here we presented the definition for the straight-line Wilson loop. For the circular Wilson loop, one
needs to replace x2ij with (2 sin
τi−τj
2 )
2.
5These are all possible orderings in the presence of the parity invariance.
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Figure 1: Hexagonalization of a three-point function of single-trace operators. The string
worldsheet dual to the three-point function has a pair-of-pants topology. The idea of the
hexagonalization is to cut the pair of pants into two hexagonal patches and stitch them
together by summing over intermediate states living on the dashed edges.
where {ijkl} signifies the correlator with the operator ordering OiOjOkOl. Thus the above
statement translates to the fact that the correlators with different values of χ are not simply
related by the analytic continuation. In the rest of this paper, to avoid any possible confusion
arising from this point, we always consider the correlators in the ordering {1234}. In other
words, we always assume that the cross ratio χ takes the value between 0 and 1.
1.2 Outline of the paper and brief summary of the results
In section 2, we compute two-, three- and four-point functions at one loop from perturbation
theory. To simplify the analysis, we consider the correlators on the straight line. As explained
above, such correlators have direct relation to the defect CFT data, see (51) and (86) for
final results. The results for the three-point functions are in perfect agreement with the
exact results obtained previously by localization [31] while the results for the four-point
functions are new except in special kinematics in which they correctly reduce to the results
from localization in [31].
In section 4, we examine these results from the point of view of integrability. In particular,
we compare the results with the general expectation in the “hexagonalization” approach [17]:
The basic idea of the hexagonalization is to view the correlator as a worldsheet of string and
decompose it into smaller hexagonal patches called hexagons [13]. After the decomposition,
one computes the contribution from each hexagon using integrability and glues them back
together by summing over the intermediate states that appear on the glued edges (see figure
1). Through the comparison, we conjecture that the three-point function on the Wilson
loop can be decomposed into one hexagon and three boundary states (see figure 2), where
the relevant boundary state was determined in the study of the spectrum on the Wilson
loop [40, 41]. The idea of computing the three-point functions on the Wilson loop from
hexagons was proposed originally in [43]. However, our analysis suggests the necessity of the
refinement of the proposal [43], which we will describe shortly.
We also analyze the four-point function in a similar fashion; namely we propose that
it can be computed by gluing two hexagons and four boundary states and multiplying a
6
Figure 2: Hexagonalization of a three-point function on the Wilson loop. The three-point
function on the Wilson loop can be decomposed into a single hexagon and three boundary
states. To glue the boundary states to the hexagon, we contract the boundary states |B〉,
which are denoted by red curves and correspond to segments of the Wilson loop, with the
hexagon.
nontrivial cross-ratio-dependent weight factor, which was first determined in the study of
correlators of single-trace operators in [17].
One interesting (and perhaps peculiar) outcome of our analysis is that the integrabil-
ity computation does not seem to correspond to the normalized correlator 〈〈∗〉〉. It rather
corresponds to the ratio of the correlators on the circular Wilson loop,
Hexagonalization =
〈W [O1 · · · Om]〉circle∏m
k=1
√〈W [OkOk]〉′circle , (13)
where 〈W [OkOk]〉′circle denotes the space-time independent part of the two-point function
on the circular loop; namely 〈W [OkOk]〉′circle = nLk × 〈W〉circle. In terms of normalized
correlators, the conjecture (13) can be rewritten as
Hexagonalization = (〈W〉circle)
2−m
2
〈〈O1 · · · Om〉〉√∏m
k=1 nk
. (14)
Although we do not have a strong argument as to why the hexagonalization computes the
correlators on the circle rather than the normalized correlators, we show that this conjecture
is consistent with the one-loop three- and four-point functions we compute. Furthermore, it
is supported by the comparison with the localization results at higher loops. In addition, we
show that the conjecture leads to the following large-charge asymptotics for the structure
constant on the Wilson loop,
CL1,L2,L3
Lk→∞∼ (〈W〉circle) 12 =
(
2I1(
√
λ)√
λ
) 1
2
. (15)
Based on this observation, in section 5 we present a refined version of the conjecture on
the hexagon formalism for the non-BPS structure constants on the 1/2-BPS Wilson loop,
which was given originally in [43]. Finally in section 6, we conclude and comment on future
directions. Several appendices are included to explain technical details.
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2 Perturbation I: Two-and Three-Point Functions
In this section, we describe our one-loop computation of three- and four-point functions.
2.1 Building blocks
Before analyzing the correlators, it is useful to collect the results of various diagrams that
appear in the computation.
Conformal Integrals Before analyzing individual diagrams, let us first list the relevant
conformal integrals. The most important one is the one-loop conformal integral which is
defined by
Φ(z, z¯) =
x213x
2
24
pi2
∫
d4x5
x215x
2
25x
2
35x
2
45
, (16)
where z and z¯ are the conformal cross ratios given by
zz¯ =
x212x
2
34
x213x
2
24
, (1− z)(1− z¯) = x
2
14x
2
23
x213x
2
24
. (17)
The integral can be evaluated explicitly and we get
Φ(z, z¯) =
2Li2(z)− 2Li2(z¯) + log zz¯ log 1−z1−z¯
z − z¯ . (18)
Another important integral is the three-point conformal integral defined by
Y123 =
∫
d4x5
x215x
2
25x
2
35
. (19)
Using the fact that the three-point integral can be obtained as a limit of the four-point
integral, we can compute this integral as
Y123 = lim
x4→∞
x24
∫
d4x5
x215x
2
25x
2
35x
2
45
=
pi2Φ(z′, z¯′)
x213
, (20)
with
z′z¯′ =
x212
x213
, (1− z′)(1− z¯′) = x
2
23
x213
. (21)
In the computation of correlators on the Wilson loop, all the points lie on a single line.
In such a case, these conformal integrals simplify to
Φ(χ, χ) = −
[
logχ2
1− χ +
log(1− χ)2
χ
]
,
Y123 = −2pi2
(
log |x12|
x13x23
+
log |x13|
x12x32
+
log |x23|
x21x31
)
,
(22)
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Figure 3: Basic one-loop diagrams: The self-energy diagram S12, the gluon-exchange diagram
G12|34 and the scalar quartic diagram Q1234.
where χ is the one-dimensional conformal cross ratio defined by (11). In what follows, we
often denote Φ(χ, χ) simply by Φ(χ). The integral Φ(χ) satisfies the following identities (see
for instance [17])
Φ(1− χ) = Φ(χ) , Φ
(
1
χ
)
= χ2Φ(χ) , Φ
(
χ
χ− 1
)
= (1− χ)2Φ(χ) . (23)
Bulk Diagrams Let us first consider the diagrams that do not involve the contraction
with the Wilson loop. The three basic building blocks for such diagrams are the self-energy
diagram, the gluon exchange diagram, and the scalar quartic diagram (see figure 3). These
are the diagrams which also show up in the computation of correlators of single-trace op-
erators and have been computed in the literature (see for instance [44]). In what follows,
the computations are done using the point-splitting regularization. In addition, we use the
standard convention in the integrability literature and denote the coupling constant by g,
which is related to the ’t Hooft coupling constant λ as follows:
g =
√
λ
4pi
. (24)
The result for the self-energy diagram Sij is
S12 = −4g2
(
log
|x12|

+ 1
)
d¯12 (25)
where d¯ij ≡ 2g2dij. Similarly, the results for the gluon exchange diagram Gij|kl and the scalar
quartic diagram Qijkl are
G12|34 =
g2
2
d¯12d¯34Φ(χ)
(
χ2 − 2χ)+ C[12][34] ,
Q1234 =
g2
2
Φ(χ)
[
2d¯13d¯24 − (1− χ)2d¯23d¯14 − χ2d¯12d¯34
]
,
(26)
9
Figure 4: Definition of the corner contribution c123. Although the figures are for the circular
Wilson loop, the acutal computation was performed for the straight-line Wilson loop.
with6
C[12][34] ≡g
2
2
d¯12d¯34×
(x213 − x223)Y123 − (x214 − x224)Y124 + (x213 − x214)Y134 − (x223 − x224)Y234
pi2
.
(27)
Here and below the subscripts specify the pattern of the contractions (see figure 3 for the
explicit diagrammatic definition of the corner contribution).
These are the basic sets of the “bulk” diagrams and other diagrams can be obtained
by taking the limit of these diagrams. Particularly important among them is the corner
contribution cijk [44], which is a weighted sum of diagrams that are associated with a “corner”
of the planar Wick contraction (see figure 4):
c123d¯12d¯23 ≡ 1
4
(
S12d¯23 + d¯12S23
)
+ G12|23 + Q1223 . (28)
Using (26), one can verify that the result can be simply written in terms of Yijk as
c123 =
g2
2
x212 + x
2
23 − 2x213
pi2
Y123 . (29)
Using (22), one can easily verify that the corner contribution satisfies the following useful
identities
c123 = c321 , c123 + c231 + c312 = 0 , (30)
which will be important in the subsequent analysis. Another important feature is that the
function C[12][34] can be expressed in terms of c123,
C[12][34] =
d¯12d¯34
3
[(c312 − c123)− (c412 − c124) + (c134 − c341)− (c234 − c243)] . (31)
In the computation below, we will also need the coincident limit of the corner contribution,
which reads
cjjk = −g2
(
1 + log
|xjk|

)
, cjkj = 2g
2
(
1 + log
|xjk|

)
. (32)
6The function C[12][34] is antisymmetric with respect to the exchange of 1 and 2 (or 3 and 4). This is the
reason for writing the subscripts as [12][34].
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Figure 5: Boundary diagrams relevant for the four-point functions: The wavy line denotes the
gluon propagator and the red curve denotes the range of integration. Note that, although the
Wilson loop is depicted as a circle in the figure, the computation was done for the straight-
line Wilson loop. In order to keep in mind this point, we depicted a point at infinity in the
figures and denoted it by the red dot.
Boundary Diagrams Let us next discuss the diagrams that contain the contraction with
the Wilson loop. The most basic diagram of this type at one loop involves the scalar-scalar-
gluon cubic vertex in which the two scalars come from the operator insertions while the
gluon gets contracted with the Wilson loop.
To compute such a contribution, we simply need to bring down the cubic vertex from
the action (see Appendix A for our convention of the action) and compute the following
correlator using the tree-level Wick contraction,
Bij;kl =
〈
i
∫ xl
xk
dτ TrP [(Yi · Φ)(xi)(Yj · Φ)(xj)A(τ)]
(
2i
g2YM
∫
d4xTr [∂µΦ(x)[A
µ(x),Φ(x)]]
)〉
where A(τ) is the gauge connection along the Wilson loop, A(τ) ≡ Aµ dxµdτ . The result is
given in terms of Yijk as
Bij;kl = −g
4(Yi · Yj)
pi2
∫ xl
xk
dτ (∂iYijτ − ∂jYijτ ) . (33)
This integral can be evaluated using the explicit form of Y123, (22). The results read7 (see
7One potentially subtle point is that the result of the integral contains the (di-)logarithms, and depending
on the ordering of xi-xl, one has to choose different branches of the logarithms. There are two strategies to
overcome this subtlety: The one is to evaluate each case separately. The other is to evaluate a diagram for
one particular ordering and then analytically continue the result to obtain a different ordering. The result
of the analytic continuation is ambiguous due to the choice of the branches of the logarithms, but one can
fix the ambiguity by requiring the reality of the final answer. We tried both approaches and got the same
answer.
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also figure 5)
B12;34
d¯12
=4g2
[
LR
(
x21
x41
)
− LR
(
x21
x31
)]
− c123 + c412 − c124 − c312
3
,
B34;12
d¯34
=4g2
[
−LR
(
x43
x42
)
+ LR
(
x43
x41
)]
− c341 + c234 − c342 − c134
3
,
B23;41
d¯23
=4g2
[
−LR
(
x32
x31
)
− LR
(
x32
x42
)]
− c234 + c123 − c231 − c423
3
,
B41;23
d¯14
=4g2
[
−LR
(
x43
x41
)
+ LR
(
x42
x41
)]
− c412 + c341 − c413 − c241
3
,
(34)
where LR(x) is the Rogers dilogarithm defined by
LR(x) = Li2(x) +
1
2
log x log(1− x) . (35)
The two important properties satisfied by the Rogers dilogarithm are
LR(x) + LR(1− x) = pi
2
6
,
LR(x) + LR(y)− LR
(
x(1− y)
1− xy
)
− LR
(
y(1− x)
1− xy
)
− LR (xy) = 0 .
(36)
All the other relevant diagrams can be obtained by taking the coincident limit of some
of the points. For instance, the diagrams that appear in the computation of the three-point
functions are given by
B12;23
d¯12
=− 4g2LR
(
x32
x31
)
+ g2
(
1 + log
|x12|

)
+
c123 − c312
3
,
B12;31
d¯12
=− 4g2
[
pi2
6
+ LR
(
x21
x31
)]
+ g2
(
1 + log
|x12|

)
+
c312 − c123
3
,
B23;31
d¯12
=− 4g2
[
pi2
6
+ LR
(
x32
x31
)]
+ g2
(
1 + log
|x23|

)
+
c231 − c123
3
,
(37)
For an explicit diagrammatic representation of each diagram, see figure 6. Similarly the
diagrams that are relevant for the two-point functions can be computed as follows:
B12;21
d¯12
=2g2
(
1 + log
|x12|

)
− 4pi
2g2
3
,
B21;12
d¯12
=2g2
(
1 + log
|x12|

)
+
2pi2g2
3
.
(38)
Note that these two diagrams would look similar if we were considering the correlator on a
circular Wilson loop. Here the difference comes from the fact that one of them includes the
integration around the spatial infinity while the other does not.
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Figure 6: Boundary diagrams relevant for the three-point functions (the first row) and the
two-point functions (the second row). All these diagrams can be obtained by taking the
limit of the figure 5.
2.2 Two- and three-point functions
Let us now compute the two- and the three-point functions using the results in the previous
subsection.
Two-point functions At one loop, the two-point functions of length L operators get
corrections from the following diagrams:
(L− 1)× G12|21 , (L− 1)× Q1221 , L× S12 , 1× B12;21 , 1× B21;12 . (39)
One can simplify the computation using the identity,
G12|21 + Q1221 + S12d¯12 = 0 , (40)
which can be verified using the results in the previous subsection. Thus, we obtain
〈〈OL(x1)OL(x2)〉〉
∣∣
O(g2)
= (S12 + B12;21 + B21;12) (d¯12)
L−1 = −2pi
2g2
3
(2g2)LdL12 . (41)
It is perhaps worth emphasizing that, unlike the single-trace operators, the one-loop correc-
tion to the two-point function on the Wilson loop is non-zero. In other words, the normal-
ization constant nL is nontrivial and is given by
nL = (2g
2)L
[
1− 2pi
2g2
3
+O(g4)
]
. (42)
Note that this result is in perfect agreement with the result computed from localization
in [31].
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Figure 7: The one-loop corrections to the two-point functions. Most of the diagrams cancel
out owing to (40), and the final result is given by (41).
Three-point functions Let us next discuss the three-point functions. At tree level, the
three-point function is given simply by a planar Wick contraction, and the number of propa-
gators between a pair of operators is determined completely by the lengths of the operators:
For instance, the number of propagators between OLi and OLj is given by
`ij ≡ Li + Lj − Lk
2
, (43)
where i, j and k are a cyclic permutation of the indices 1, 2 and 3.
It turns out that the one-loop correction depends on whether `ij’s are nonzero or not. If
all `ij’s are nonzero, we have the following one-loop diagrams (see figure 8):∑
i<j
(`ij − 1)×
[
Gij|ji + Qijji
]
,
∑
i<j
`ij × Sij ,
∑
{i,j,k}={1,2,3}
Gij|jk + Qijjk , B21;12 + B32;23 + B13;31 ,
(44)
where the third term is the sum over the cyclic permutation of {1, 2, 3}. Summing them up
and using the identity (40), we obtain
d¯`1212 d¯
`23
23 d¯
`31
31
 ∑{i,j,k}={1,2,3}
Sij + 2Bji;ij
2d¯ij
+
1
d¯ij d¯jk
(
Sij d¯jk + d¯ijSjk
4
+ Gij|jk + Qijjk
)
︸ ︷︷ ︸
cijk
 .
Note that we split the contributions from Sij into two pieces and reorganized the sum. It
turned out that the second term in the summand coincides with the corner contribution cijk.
One can then show that their contribution vanishes owing to the cyclicity property of cijk
(30). Furthermore, the first term in the summand can be computed using (25) and (38) as
S12
2
+ B21;12 =
2pi2g2
3
d¯12 ,
S23
2
+ B32;23 =
2pi2g2
3
d¯23 ,
S31
2
+ B13;31 = −4pi
2g2
3
d¯31 . (45)
The asymmetry between the first two and the last terms come from the fact that B13;31
includes the integration at infinity while the other integrals do not. The sum of all these
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Figure 8: The one-loop corrections to the three-point function with L1 = L2 = L3 = 2.
The first line and the second line denote the contributions from Gij|jk and Qijjk respectively
while the third line denotes the contribution from the boundary diagrams Bjk;kj. The last
line denotes the contribution from the self-energy diagrams. The diagrams add up to (46).
terms turned out to vanish and we get
〈〈OL1(x1)OL2(x2)OL3(x3)〉〉|O(g2) = 0 (`ij 6= 0) . (46)
Let us next study the case where one of `ij’s, say `31, is zero. In this case, we lose the
diagrams
G31|13 + Q3113 , S31 , G23|31 + Q2331 , G31|12 + Q3112 , B13;31 . (47)
On the other hand, there are also new diagrams which are
B12;31 , B23;31 . (48)
Summing all the contributions (see also figure 9), we obtain
c123d
`12
12 d
`23
23 + d
`12−1
12 d
`23−1
23
(
3
S12d23 + d12S23
4
+ (B12;31 + B21;12)d23 + d12(B23;31 + B32;23)
)
= −2pi
2g2
3
. (49)
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Figure 9: The one-loop corrections to the three-point function with L1 = L2 = 2, L3 = 1.
The final result is given by (49).
Combining the two results, we obtain the following expression for the general three-point
function,
〈〈OL1(x1)OL2(x2)OL3(x3)〉〉|O(g2)
= −d¯`1212 d¯`2323 d¯`3131
2pi2g2(δL1+L2,L3 + δL2+L3,L1 + δL3+L1,L2)
3
.
(50)
Dividing them with the normalization nLi , we can compute the structure constant as
CL1,L2,L3
(
=
〈〈OL1(x1)OL2(x2)OL3(x3)〉〉√
nL1nL2nL3
)
= 1 + pi2g2
[
1− 2
3
(δL1+L2,L3 + δL2+L3,L1 + δL3+L1,L2)
]
+O(g4) .
(51)
These results coincide with the localization computation in [31].
3 Pertubation II: Four-Point Functions
3.1 General structure of tree-level contractions
Before discussing the one-loop correction, let us first take a look at the general structure of
the tree-level contractions.
Unlike the case for the two- and the three-point functions, there are multiple ways to
perform the planar Wick contractions of four operators, and the tree-level answer is given
by a sum of such contractions. Each diagram is specified by the numbers of propagators
between two operators `ij, which fall into two different classes; namely the “neighboring
contractions”
`12 , `23 , `34 , `41 , (52)
and the “diagonal contractions”
`13 , `24 . (53)
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Figure 10: The one-dimensional “moduli space” of the diagrams for L1 = L3 = 4, L2 = L4 =
3. The ones drawn on the red background correspond to the boundaries of the moduli space
while the ones drawn on the blue background correspond to the bulk of the moduli space.
Owing to the planarity, only one of the diagonal contractions can be nonzero, and they are
determined by the lengths of four operators8:
L1 + L3 ≥ L2 + L4 : `13 = (L1 + L3)− (L2 + L4)
2
, `24 = 0 ,
L1 + L3 ≤ L2 + L4 : `24 = (L2 + L4)− (L1 + L3)
2
, `13 = 0 .
(54)
Note that, when L1 + L3 = L2 + L4 = 0, there are no diagonal contractions, `13 = `24 = 0.
On the other hand, the lengths of the neighboring contractions are not fixed and there
is a one-dimensional “moduli space”9 of diagrams which is parametrized by the value of
σ ≡ (`14 + `23)/2 (see figure 10 for an example). The sum over the moduli space is given by
a geometric series with respect to the cross ratio in the following way:
〈〈OL1OL2OL3OL4〉〉|tree = (Diagram with σmin)×
σmax∑
σ=σmin
[
d¯14d¯23
d¯12d¯34
]σ−σmin
= (Diagram with σmin)×
σmax∑
σ=σmin
[
χ2
(1− χ)2
(1− α)(1− α¯)
αα¯
]σ−σmin
,
(55)
where σmin and σmax are the minimal and the maximal values σ can take. It is also possible
to write down explicitly the contribution from the diagram with σmin. We then get
〈〈OL1OL2OL3OL4〉〉|tree = Dleft ×
nmax∑
n=0
[
χ2
(1− χ)2
(1− α)(1− α¯)
αα¯
]n
, (56)
where Dleft is the contribution from the diagram at the left edge of the moduli space,
Dleft = d¯
`max12
12 d¯
`max34
34 d¯
`min41
41 d¯
`min23
23 d¯
`13
13 d¯
`24
24 , (57)
8This can be shown easily by writing the length of the operators in terms of `ij , for instance L1 =
`12 + `13 + `41, and taking an appropriate linear combination.
9One can view this as a discretized version of the one-dimensional of a disk with four marked points.
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Figure 11: Examples of the diagrams that live at the left boundary of the moduli space.
(a)-(c) are the ones without diagonal contractions while (d)-(f) are the ones with diagonal
contractions. Depending on the relative lengths of the operators, the diagrams have different
topology at the boundary of the moduli space.
with
nmax ≡ min [L1 − `13, L2 − `24, L3 − `13, L4 − `24] , (58)
and
`13 = max
[
L1 − L2 + L3 − L4
2
, 0
]
, `24 = max
[−L1 + L2 − L3 + L4
2
, 0
]
,
`max12 = min [L1 − `13, L2 − `24] , `max34 = min [L3 − `13, L4 − `24] ,
`min41 = max [L1 − L2 − `13 + `24, 0] , `min23 = max [−L1 + L2 + `13 − `24, 0] .
(59)
Similarly, the contribution from the diagram at the right edge of the moduli space reads
Dright = Dleft
[
χ2
(1− χ)2
(1− α)(1− α¯)
αα¯
]nmax
= d¯
`min12
12 d¯
`min34
34 d¯
`max41
41 d¯
`max23
23 d¯
`13
13 d¯
`24
24 , (60)
with
`max41 = min [L1 − `13, L4 − `24] , `max23 = min [L2 − `24, L3 − `13] ,
`min12 = max [L1 − L4 − `13 + `24, 0] , `min34 = max [−L1 + L4 + `13 − `24, 0] .
(61)
In the bulk of this moduli space, the diagrams are always of the “square shape”; namely
all the neighboring contractions are nonzero (see figure 10). At the boundary of the moduli
space, however, the structure of the diagrams depends on the relative magnitude of the
lengths Lk’s (see figure 11).
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Figure 12: The decomposition of the scalar quartic diagram. The scalar quartic diagram
sits “in the middle” of two different tree-level graphs. By decomposing the scalar quartic
diagram into two pieces (62), one can associate each contribution with a tree-level diagram.
3.2 One-loop correction to the bulk diagrams
Let us now analyze the one-loop corrections to the bulk diagram, for which all neighboring
contractions are nonzero. Most of the one-loop corrections can be obtained by dressing
the tree-level diagrams with a gluon propagator. The only exception is the scalar quartic
interaction Q1234. In a sense, the scalar quartic diagram sits between two tree-level diagrams.
This can be seen easily from the fact that the expression (26) contains several different
contractions, d¯ij d¯kl. This small complication can be overcome by decomposing Q1234 as
follows and treating each term separately (see also figure 12):
Q1234 = Q
−
1234 + Q
+
1234 ,
Q−1234 =
g2
2
Φ(χ)χ2
(
1
α
+
1
α¯
− 1
)
d¯12d¯34 ,
Q+1234 =
g2
2
Φ(χ)(1− χ)2
(
1
1− α +
1
1− α¯ − 1
)
d¯23d¯14 .
(62)
In what follows, we will use this decomposition and associate all the one-loop corrections
with the individual tree-level diagrams.
Diagrams without diagonal contraction With this in mind, we now study the bulk
diagram without diagonal contractions, namely `13 = `24 = 0. The one-loop corrections are
given by10 (see figure 13)∑
k
`k k+1Sk k+1 ,
∑
k
(`k k+1 − 1)(Gk k+1|k+1 k + Qk k+1 k+1 k) ,
∑
k
Bk+1 k;k k+1
∑
k
Gk k+1|k+1 k+2 + Qk k+1 k+1 k+2 , G12|34 , G23|41 , Q+1234 , Q
−
1234 .
(63)
10Here we use the mod 4 identification of the subscripts, namely `45 ≡ `41.
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Figure 13: Examples of one-loop diagrams for the four-point function without diagonal
contractions (`13 = `24 = 0). The first two diagrams are the gluon-exchange diagrams while
the third and the fourth diagrams are Q−1234 and Q
+
1234.
Using (40), the first two terms in (63) can be simplified into
S12 , S23 , S34 , S41 . (64)
Combining them with the third and the fourth terms in (63), we get
S12 + 2B21;12
2d¯12
=
S23 + 2B32;23
2d¯23
=
S34 + 2B43;34
2d¯34
=
2pi2g2
3
,
S41 + 2B14;41
2d¯41
= −4pi
2g2
3
, (65)
∑
k
Gk k+1|k+1 k + Qk k+1 k+1 k +
Sk k+1d¯k+1 k+2 + d¯k k+1Sk+1 k+2
4
= c123 + c234 + c341 + c412 .
Finally, the last two terms in (63) give
G12|34 + Q−1234
d¯12d¯34
=
g2
2
Φ(χ)
(
χ2
α
+
χ2
α¯
− 2χ
)
+
C[12][34]
d¯12d¯34
,
G23|41 + Q+1234
d¯23d¯41
=
g2
2
Φ(χ)
(
(1− χ)2
1− α +
(1− χ)2
1− α¯ − 2(1− χ)
)
+
C[23][41]
d¯23d¯41
.
(66)
Summing (65) and (66) and using
C[12][34] + C[23][41] = −c123 − c234 − c341 − c412 , (67)
we finally obtain the following answer
bulk|`13=`24=0 = d¯`1212 d¯`2323 d¯`3434 d¯`4141
[
m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+
2pi2g2
3
]
. (68)
Here m(χ) is the function introduced in [17], which reads11
m(χ) = g2
(
χ− α + α¯
2
)
Φ(χ) . (70)
11Although we do not write it explicitly, the function m(χ) also depends on α and α¯, and they are also
transformed in the same way when we perform the transformation for χ. Namely
m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
≡ g2
[
χ
χ− 1 −
1
2
(
α
α− 1 +
α¯
α¯− 1
)]
Φ
(
χ
χ− 1
)
. (69)
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Figure 14: Examples of one-loop diagrams for the four-point function with diagonal con-
tractions `13 6= 0). All the diagrams are basically the same as the one for the three-point
diagrams. Namely they can be expressed as the sum of corner contributions.
Diagrams with diagonal contraction Let us next analyze the bulk diagram with diag-
onal contractions. We focus on the case with `13 6= 0 since the other case (`24 6= 0) can be
analyzed similarly. In the presence of the diagram contractions, one cannot draw a scalar
quartic diagrams or a gluon exchange diagrams involving all four operators. Instead the
one-loop corrections are given by (see also figure 14)∑
k
`k k+1Sk k+1 ,
∑
k
(`k k+1 − 1)(Gk k+1|k+1 k + Qk k+1 k+1 k) ,
∑
k
Bk+1 k;k k+1 (71)
`13S13 , (`13 − 1)(G13|31 + Q1331) ,
∑
{i,j,k}={1,2,3}
Gij|jk + Qijjk ,
∑
{i,j,k}={2,3,4}
Gij|jk + Qijjk .
By appropriately reorganizing the terms and using the identities (40) and (30), one can show
that the sum of these diagrams reduce to
S12 + 2B21;12
2d¯12
=
S23 + 2B32;23
2d¯23
=
S34 + 2B43;34
2d¯34
=
2pi2g2
3
. (72)
Summing them up, we get
bulk|`13 6=0 = d¯`1212 d¯`2323 d¯`3434 d¯`4141 d¯`1313
2pig2
3
. (73)
Similarly, the case with `24 6= 0 reads
bulk|`24 6=0 = d¯`1212 d¯`2323 d¯`3434 d¯`4141 d¯`2424
2pig2
3
. (74)
3.3 One-loop correction to the boundary diagrams
We now compute the corrections to the diagrams that live at the boundaries of the moduli
space. In what follows, we focus on the diagrams at the left end of the moduli space, namely
the diagrams with a minimal σ ≡ (`14 + `23)/2 since the diagrams at the other end can be
obtained by the permutation of the operator labels (we will write down the explicit results
in the next section).
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Figure 15: Exmaples of the boundary diagrams at one loop. (a) A boundary diagram
without diagonal contractions for `14 = `23 = 0. (b) A boundary diagram without diagonal
contractions for `41 6= 0. (c) A boundary diagram with diagonal contractions.
Diagrams without diagonal contraction As in the previous subsection, let us first
discuss the diagrams without diagonal contractions. In general, there are three different
possibilities depending on the relative magnitude between L1 + L4 and L2 + L3.
When L1 +L4 and L2 +L3 are equal, we have `14 = `23 = 0, and the one-loop corrections
are given by the following sets of diagrams (see also figure 15-(a)):
`12S12 , (`12 − 1)(G12|21 + Q1221) , `34S34 , (`34 − 1)(G34|43 + Q3443) ,
G12|34 + Q−1234 , B21;12 , B43;34 , B12;23 , B12;41 , B34;23 , B34;41 .
(75)
As in the analysis in the previous subsection, the terms in the first line add up to S12 and
S34. Combining them with the rest of the contributions using (30) and (40), we get
d¯`1212 d¯
`34
34
[
m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
− 4g2
(
LR
(
x32
x31
)
+ LR
(
x21
x41
)
+ LR
(
x32
x42
)
+ LR
(
x43
x41
))]
. (76)
To further simplify this expression, we take the second equation of (36) and substitute x
with x43/x42 and y with x42/x41. After this substitution, we get
0 = LR
(
x43
x42
)
+ LR
(
x42
x41
)
− LR (χ)− LR
(
x43
x41
)
− LR
(
x32
x31
)
,
⇐⇒ LR(χ)− pi
2
3
= −
[
LR
(
x32
x31
)
+ LR
(
x21
x41
)
+ LR
(
x32
x42
)
+ LR
(
x43
x41
)]
.
(77)
As a result we get the following one-loop correction:
boundary|`13=`24=`41=`23=0 = d¯`1212 d¯`3434
[
m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 4g2LR(χ)− 4pi
2g2
3
]
. (78)
Let us next consider the case with L1 + L4 > L2 + L3. In this case `41 is nonzero, and
the one-loop diagrams are given by (see also figure 15-(b))
`12S12 , (`12 − 1)(G12|21 + Q1221) , `34S34 , (`34 − 1)(G34|43 + Q3443) ,
`41S41 , (`41 − 1)(G41|14 + Q4114) , G12|34 + Q−1234 , B21;12 , B43;34 , B14;41 ,
B12;23 , B34;23 , B41;23 , G21|14 + Q2114 , G34|41 + Q3441 .
(79)
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Summing these contributions, we get
d¯`1212 d¯
`34
34 d¯
`41
41
[
m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 4g2
(
LR
(
x42
x41
)
− LR
(
x43
x41
)
− LR
(
x32
x42
)
− LR
(
x32
x31
))]
.
(80)
Using the identities for LR(x), we can rewrite it as
boundary|`13=`24=`23=0 = d¯`1212 d¯`3434 d¯`4141
[
m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 4g2LR(χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
]
. (81)
Similarly, the case with L1 + L4 < L2 + L3 (`23 6= 0) can be computed, and the result reads
boundary|`13=`24=`41=0 = d¯`1212 d¯`3434 d¯`2323
[
m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 4g2LR(χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
]
. (82)
Diagrams with diagonal contraction Next, we consider the diagrams with diagonal
contractions. Here we focus on the case with `13 6= 0 since the other case `24 6= 0 can be
obtained by the permutation of indices.
As in the preceding analyses, we can list all the diagrams that contribute and sum them
up with the help of identities such as (30) and (40). There is however much a simpler way to
perform the computation in this case: Since all the diagrams locally look like the diagrams
for the three-point functions (see figure 15-(c)), we can add and subtract the results for the
three-point function, which we already computed. As a result we obtain
boundary|`23=`41=0, `13 6=0 = −d¯`1212 d¯`3434 d¯`1313
2pi2g2
3
,
boundary|`23=0,`41 6=0, `13 6=0 = 0 .
(83)
3.4 Final results and comparison with localization
Let us now finally write down the full answer for the one-loop four-point functions. Since we
computed the corrections to the individual diagrams, what we need to do is to simply dress
the tree-level answer (56) by appropriate one-loop integrals. The result reads
〈〈OL1OL2OL3OL4〉〉|O(g2) = Left + Bulk + Right , (84)
with
Bulk =
δ`13δ`24
(
m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+
2pi2g2
3
)
Dleft
nmax−1∑
n=1
[
χ2
(1− χ)2
(1− α)(1− α¯)
αα¯
]n
,
Left = Dleft
[
−2pi
2g2δ`min23 δ`min41
3
+ δ`13δ`24
(
m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 4g2LR(χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
)]
,
Right = Dright
[
−2pi
2g2δ`min12 δ`min34
3
+ δ`13δ`24
(
m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+ 4g2LR(1− χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
)]
.
(85)
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Here δ`ij means the Kronecker delta δ`ij ,0.
We can also compute the normalized four-point functions by dividing the answer by√
nL1nL2nL3nL4 . The answer reads
〈〈OL1OL2OL3OL4〉〉√
nL1nL2nL3nL4
∣∣∣∣
O(g2)
= Left′ + Bulk′ + Right′ , (86)
with
Bulk′ =
δ`13δ`24
(
m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 2pi2g2
)
D′left
nmax−1∑
n=1
[
χ2
(1− χ)2
(1− α)(1− α¯)
αα¯
]n
,
Left′ = D′left
[
4pi2g2
3
− 2pi
2g2δ`min23 δ`min41
3
+ δ13δ24
(
m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 4g2LR(χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
)]
,
Right′ = D′right
[
4pi2g2
3
− 2pi
2g2δ`min12 δ`min34
3
+ δ13δ24
(
m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+ 4g2LR(1− χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
)]
.
(87)
Here D′left,right are defined by
D′left = d
`max12
12 d
`max34
34 d
`min41
41 d
`min23
23 d
`13
13 d
`24
24 , D
′
right = d
`min12
12 d
`min34
34 d
`max41
41 d
`max23
23 d
`13
13 d
`24
24 . (88)
Let us now compare the results we obtained with the results of the localization compu-
tation [31]. For this purpose, we need to set
dij = −1
2
, χ = α = α¯ . (89)
We then get
Bulk|localization =
(−g2)L1+L2+L3+L42 2pi2g2δ`13δ`24
3
(nmax − 1) ,
Left + Right|localization = −
(−g2)L1+L2+L3+L42 2pi2g2(δ`13δ`24 + δ`min12 δ`min34 + δ`min23 δ`min41 )
3
.
(90)
We compared the sum of these two results with the results obtained by the localization. In
all the cases that we tested, the results agreed perfectly.
4 Hexagonalization
Having computed the one-loop corrections, we now discuss how the results could be repro-
duced using integrability.
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Figure 16: Hexagonalization of the four-point functions. We draw all tree-level graphs, dec-
orate them by inserting nontrivial states on the dashed edges and compute the contribution
from each hexagon.
4.1 Proposal
For the correlation functions of single-trace operators, the integrability-based approach,
called hexagonalization, was proposed in [17]. The key idea of the hexagonalization is to
cut the worldsheet into hexagonal patches and then glue them back together multiplying
appropriate weight factors.
The approach consists of three steps: We first draw all possible tree-level graphs, each of
which is distinguished by the numbers of contractions between operators. Next, we tessellate
each graph into hexagons. The last step, which is the most important, is to glue the hexagons
back together by summing over all possible states that appear on the glued edges. This last
step is reminiscent of the sewing construction in 2d CFT, the difference being that the states
that appear in our case are labelled by the numbers and the momenta of excitations (called
magnons). The dependence on the cross ratio is incorporated as the weight factor for each
state and the bridge-lengths appear as the propagation factor for individual magnons. For
the planar four-point function, these procedures lead to the following expression12 :
〈OL1OL2OL3OL4〉 =
∑
graphs
∏
(i,j)
(dij)
`ij
︸ ︷︷ ︸
tree level
∑
{ψij}
∏
(i,j)
e−E˜ψij `ij︸ ︷︷ ︸
propagation
Wψij︸︷︷︸
weight
∏
(i,j,k)
Hψij ,ψjk,ψki︸ ︷︷ ︸
hexagon
 . (92)
See also figure 16 for a pictorial explanation.
12Note that here we included the measure factors into the hexagon form factor H. More precisely the
relation between the definition in [17] and the definition here is given by
Hψ1,ψ2,ψ3 |here =
√
µψ1µψ2µψ3 Hψ1,ψ2,ψ3 |there . (91)
For explicit expressions of various factors, see [17].
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Figure 17: Hexagonalization of the three-point function on the Wilson loop. The red curves
denote the boundary states. We glue the boundary states to the hexagon by summing over
all the intermediate states that appear in the expansion of the boundary state (94).
The goal of this section is to propose a generalization of this approach to the correlators
on the Wilson loop. The planar diagrams for the correlators on the Wilson loop have the
topology of a disk, and can also be tessellated into hexagons as shown in figure 17. The
main difference, as compared to the correlators of single-trace operators, is that some of the
edges of the hexagons are attached to the segments of the Wilson loop. In the integrability
description, it is known [40,41] that the Wilson loop is described by a boundary state, whose
structure can be expressed schematically as
|B〉 ∼ exp
[∫
dpKab(p)A†a(−p)A†b(p)
]
|Ω〉 , (93)
where A†a is the creation operator of a magnon with index a and K
ab(p) is the analytically
continued reflection matrix (see [40, 41] for explicit expressions). Expanding the exponen-
tial, the boundary state will be given by a sum of multi-particle states |ψ˜k〉 with definite
momentum and energy:
|B〉 =
∑
k
bψ˜k |ψ˜k〉 , (94)
where bψ˜k is a numerical coefficient.
Given such a structure, it is natural to conjecture that the edges of the hexagon attached
to the Wilson loop are contracted with the boundary state. For instance, the conjecture for
the three-point function of protected operators on the Wilson loop reads13 (see also figure
17)
〈〈OL1OL2OL3〉〉√
nL1nL2nL3
?
= d`1212 d
`23
23 d
`31
31
∑
a,b,c
e
−(E˜ψ˜a`12+E˜ψ˜b`23+E˜ψ˜c`31)bψ˜abψ˜bbψ˜cHψ˜a,ψ˜b,ψ˜c . (95)
Note that ψ˜’s here are the states obtained by the expansion of the boundary state. Similarly
13Note that, since the three-point function does not have any cross ratios, the weight factor is just 1 for
the three-point function.
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Figure 18: Hexagonalization of the four-point function on the Wilson loop. In this case, we
need to glue together two hexagons and four boundary states. This results in the sum over
the boundary states ψ˜’s and the sum over the states ψ13 that stitch the two hexagons.
the conjecture for the four-point function is given by14 (see also figure 18)
〈〈OL1OL2OL3OL4〉〉√
nL1nL2nL3nL4
?
=
∑
`ij
∏
(i,j)
(dij)
`ij
∑
a,b,c,d
ψ13
e
−(E˜ψ˜a`12+E˜ψ˜b`23+E˜ψ˜c`34+E˜ψ˜d`41)e−E˜ψ13`13Wψ13bψ˜abψ˜bbψ˜cbψ˜dHψ˜a,ψ˜b,ψ13Hψ13,ψ˜c,ψ˜d .
(96)
In this paper, we will not perform the explicit integrability computation. Instead we will
compare the perturbative results obtained in the preceding sections with the conjectures put
forward above. As we see below, the comparison leads to a modification of the proposal.
4.2 A puzzle and a resolution
The proposal above allows us to compute the correction to each tree-level diagram. On
the other hand, the one-loop results computed in the previous section are also given as the
corrections to the individual diagrams. Therefore one can compare the one-loop results with
the integrability computation at the level of individual diagrams.
Puzzle Such comparison, however, leads to some puzzle. To see this, we need to recall how
each factor in (95) and (96) scales at weak coupling. As discussed in [13], the propagation
factor scales as
e−E˜` = O(g2`) , (97)
while the n-particle state contribution to the boundary state scales as (see [40,41])
bψn-particle = O(g
n) . (98)
14Here we assumed that `24 = 0. The generalization for `24 6= 0 is straightforward.
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In addition, the hexagon form factor for the n-particle state (and two vacuum states ∅) scales
as
Hψn-particle,∅,∅ = O(gn) . (99)
Here, we only considered the hexagon form factor with one excited state, but the analysis
can be readily generalized to the case with multiple excited states. As a result, one can show
that the only configurations that contribute at one loop are one-particle states on zero-length
edges (`ij), or “multi-particle string” configurations discussed in [22].
This in particular means that, for three-point functions with `ij 6= 0, there is no con-
figuration that contributes at one loop. However, this is clearly in contradiction with the
results we obtained (51), which are nonzero (pi2g2) even when all `ij’s are nonzero. A similar
contradiction can be seen also in the four-point function. For instance, consider the bulk
diagram without diagonal contractions, namely `13 = `24 = 0. The relevant magnon config-
uration for this diagram is the one-particle state living on the (zero-length) diagonal edge.
This is precisely the configuration analyzed in [17], and the result is simply given by
bulk|`13=`24=0 = d¯`1212 d¯`2323 d¯`3434 d¯`4141
[
m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+m
(
χ− 1
χ
)]
(integrability) . (100)
Comparing this with the perturbative results, (85) and (87), we see discrepancies by a
constant shift (2pi
2g2
3
or 2pi2g2).
Resolution Fortunately, there is a simple resolution to this puzzle. So far we have been
comparing the integrability prediction with the correlators on the straight-line Wilson loop
since they have direct connections with the defect CFT data. However, it turns out that
the integrability computation is more naturally related to the normalized correlator on the
circular Wilson loop defined by
〈W [O1 · · · Om]〉circle∏m
k=1
√〈W [OkOk]〉′circle = (〈W〉circle) 2−m2 〈〈O1 · · · Om〉〉√∏mk=1 nk . (101)
Using the perturbative answer for the expectation value of the circular Wilson loop [24],
〈W〉circle = 1 + 2pi2g2 +O(g4) , (102)
one can show that the extra factor (〈W〉circle)
2−m
2 kills precisely the unnecessary constant
shifts.
Large Charge Asymptotics We do not have a clear physical explanation as to why the
integrability computation seems to give the correlators on the circular Wilson loop rather
than the straightline Wilson loop. One interesting outcome of this conjecture is that the
large-charge asymptotics of the structure constant is given by the expectation value of the
Wilson loop. To see this, consider the three-point functions of long operators; more precisely
the three-point function with `ij  1. Owing to the suppression coming from the propagation
factor, the contributions from nontrivial magnon configurations are all suppressed, which
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means that the integrability answer is just 1. Using the correspondence (101), this translates
to the following asymptotics of the structure constant:
CL1,L2,L3
`ij1∼
√
〈W〉circle =
(
2I1(
√
λ)√
λ
) 1
2
. (103)
In principle, this prediction can be verified by the localization computation [31]. It would
also be interesting if one could derive this asymptotics from the defect CFT point of view15.
Comparison with Localization To provide further evidence for the conjecture, let us
analyze the results computed by the localization in [31]. We refer the original paper for the
details of the computation and simply show the results for a few short operators:
C˜2,1,1 = 1− 2pi
2g2
3
+O(g4) , C˜2,2,2 = 1− 14pi
4g4
15
+O(g6) ,
C˜3,2,1 = 1− 2pi
2g2
3
+O(g4) , C˜4,4,4 = 1− 124pi
6g6
315
+O(g8) ,
(104)
where C˜L1,L2,L3 is the normalized structure constant on the circular Wilson loop,
C˜L1,L2,L3 ≡ (〈W〉circle)−
1
2 CL1,L2,L3 . (105)
One can readily verify that the leading correction shows up at order16
O
(
g2min[`12,`23,`31]
)
, (106)
as is consistent with the suppression due to the propagation factor (97).
4.3 Prediction for multi-particle contributions
Let us now perform a more detailed comparison between the integrability computation and
the one-loop results for the three- and four-point functions, and make predictions for multi-
particle contributions in the hexagonalization approach.
First, by comparing the results for the three-point function, one can immediately conclude
that the contribution from the one-particle state living on a boundary edge, namely an edge
of a hexagon attached to the boundary state, is given by
(1-particle) = −2pi
2g2
3
. (107)
15See e.g. [45] for the analysis of the CFT data in the large charge limit.
16Note that, for three-point functions, the number of contractions between operators is determined com-
pletely by the lengths of the operators, `ij = (Li + Lj − Lk)/2.
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Figure 19: Various magnon configurations and their contributions. The red dots denote the
magnons. The first configuration is (1-particle) while the second is (bulk 1-particle).
The third and the fourth configurations are (3-particle) and (2-particle) respectively.
Let us next analyze the four-point functions. At one loop, there are several relevant
configurations that contribute to the four-point functions; the one-particle states, the two-
particle state, and the three-particle state. Among those contributions, we already know the
contribution from the one-particle state is given either by (107) or by
(bulk 1-particle) = m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
, (108)
depending on whether the magnon lives on the boundary edge or on the diagonal edge. By
subtracting these contributions from the one-loop answer, one can determine the contribu-
tions from the rest of the configurations. For instance, the diagram with `13 = `24 = `23 = 0
and nonzero `12, `34 and `41 receive the contributions from three different configurations,
(1-particle) , (2-particle) , (bulk 1-particle) , (109)
and their sum is given by17
− 2pi
2g2
3
+m
(
χ− 1
χ
)
+ 4g2LR(χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
. (110)
We therefore conclude that the contribution from the two-particle state is given by
(2-particle) =−m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+ 4g2LR(χ)− 2pi
2g2
3
=−m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
− 4g2LR(1− χ) .
(111)
17See (87).
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Similarly, one can determine the contribution from the three-particle state as
(3-particle) =m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
− 4g2LR(χ) + 2pi
2g2
3
=m
(
χ
χ− 1
)
+ 4g2LR(1− χ) .
(112)
See figure 19 for a summary of the results.
Obviously, an important question is to reproduce these results by performing an explicit
integrability computation. Since both the boundary state and the hexagon form factors are
known, this is in principle a possible task. It can however be technically complicated and
we will leave it for future investigations.
5 Non-BPS Structure Constants
In the previous section, we have seen that the hexagonalization computes the correlators of
the BPS operators on the circular Wilson loop. It is then natural to conjecture that the
same holds also for the correlators of the non-BPS operators.
In general, the three-point functions on the straightline Wilson loop in the planar limit
are given by
〈〈O1(x1)O2(x2)O3(x3)〉〉 = 1√
N
C123
|x12|∆1+∆2−∆3|x23|∆2+∆3−∆1|x31|∆3+∆1−∆2 . (113)
Here we assumed that the two-point function of each operator is canonically normalized. In
order to convert this into the correlator on the circular Wilson loop, we need to multiply
(〈W〉circle)− 12 as in (101) and define
C˜123 ≡ (〈W〉circle)− 12 C123 . (114)
Then the conjecture is that it is C˜123 (rather than C123) that can be computed by the
integrability method.
Asymptotic part In general, the hexagon approach to the non-BPS three-point function
consists of two parts, the asymptotic part and the finite-size corrections.
The expression for the asymptotic part of the structure constant with a single non-BPS
operator in the rank 1 sector was given in [43]. The only difference from the current analysis
is that, in [43], it was conjectured that the integrability method computes the standard
structure constant C123. However, as we saw above, in view of the comparison of the one-
loop results, it is more natural to conjecture that the integrability method computes C˜123.
Having made this remark, let us briefly review the proposal in [43] (with the modification
mentioned above). The proposal is a natural generalization of the one made in [13], and
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(C˜123)
2 =
eiptot(`12−`31)
det(∂uiφj)
∏
i<j S(ui, uj)
(A)2 . (116)
Here φj is the phase factor
19
eiφj ≡ e2ipjLRR(uj)RL(u¯j)
∏
k 6=j
S(uj, uk)S(uk, u¯j) , (117)
where S(u, v) is the S-matrix while RL and RR are the reflection matrices for the left- and
the right-boundaries of the spin chain. The barred rapidities u¯ denote the parity-flipped
rapidities which can be characterized by the values of the Zhukovski variables20
x+(u¯) = −x−(u) , x−(u¯) = −x+(u) , (119)
and ptot is the total momentum
ptot ≡
∑
j
pj . (120)
The main part of the conjecture A is a sum over partitions defined by
A =
∑
α+∪α−={1,...,M}
∏
j∈α−
(−e2ipj`31RR(uj))∏
k>j
S(uj, uk)S(uk, u¯j)
∏
s<t
h(uˆs, uˆt) . (121)
Here h(u, v) are the hexagon form factors and uˆs’s are given by
uˆi =
{
ui i ∈ α+
u¯i i ∈ α−
. (122)
Although the expression (121) might look complicated at first sight, it has a natural
physical interpretation. To see this, let us consider the expression for the two-magnon state:
A =h(u1, u2)− e2ip2`31RR(u2)h(u1, u¯2)− e2ip1`31S(u1, u2)S(u2, u¯1)h(u¯1, u2)
+ e2i(p1+p2)`31RR(u1)RR(u2)S(u1, u2)S(u2, u¯1)h(u¯1, u¯2) .
(123)
The first term is the standard hexagon form factor for the magnons with rapidities u1 and
u2. On the other hand, the second term represents a process in which the magnon u2 travels
18Note that the paper [43] uses a convention for the S-matrix which is not standard in the N = 4 SYM
literature. Here we rewrote it using standard conventions:
S(ui, uj)|here = S(uj , ui)|in [43] . (115)
19The Bethe equation is given by eiφj = 1.
20The Zhukovski variables are defined by
x(u) +
1
x(u)
=
u
g
, x±(u) = x
(
u± i2
)
. (118)
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Figure 20: Physical interpretation of the sum over partitions. The black dot denotes a
magnon with u1 and the red dot denotes a magnon with u2. (a) The first term in the sum
(123), which is just a hexagon form factor with u1 and u2. (b) The second term in the sum
(123). To flip the momentum, the second magnon has to travel to the right boundary and
get reflected. This leads to the propagation factor shown in (123). (c) The third term in the
sum (123). In this case, the first magnon needs to travel to the right edge and get reflected.
In the process, it passes through the second magnon twice, first from the left and second
from the right. This leads to additional S-matrix factors.
to the right boundary, gets reflected and then comes back to its original position. The
phase factor acquired in this process is precisely e2ip2`31RR(u2), and, since the magnon gets
reflected, the relevant hexagon form factor is h(u1, u¯2). The third and the four terms can
be understood in a similar manner. The only difference is that, when we move the magnon
u1 to the right boundary and brings it to the original position, we have to reorder the two
magnons and this leads to the S-matrix factor, S(u1, u2)S(u2, u¯1). See also figure 20 for
further explanation.
Finite-size corrections As in the original hexagon proposal [13], we expect that the
asymptotic answer gets corrected by the contributions from the mirror particles. In fact,
our conjecture in the previous section for the BPS three-point functions consist only such
mirror-particle contributions since the asymptotic part is trivial.
In the case of non-BPS three-point functions, mirror particles interact with the physical
magnons through the hexagon form factor. Written more explicitly, we expect that the sum
over partitions A gets modified to (see also figure 21)
Afinite-size =
∑
α+∪α−={1,...,M}
∏
j∈α−
(−e2ipj`31RR(uj))∏
k>j
S(uj, uk)S(uk, u¯j)

×
∑
a,b,c
e
−(E˜ψ˜a`12+E˜ψ˜b`23+E˜ψ˜c`31)bψ˜abψ˜bbψ˜cHψ˜a,ψ˜b,ψ˜c|ψ{uˆk} ,∅ ,∅ ,
(124)
with Hψ1,ψ2,ψ3|ψ4,ψ5,ψ6 being the hexagon form factor with ψ1,2,3 on the mirror edges and ψ4,5,6
on the physical edges. Here ψ˜’s are the states obtained by the expansion of the boundary
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Figure 21: Finite size correction to the non-BPS three-point function. The finite size cor-
rection comes from having nontrivial states on the edges glued to the boundary states. To
compute it we need to consider the hexagon form factor depicted above.
state (94), and ψ{uˆk} is the multi-magnon state with rapidities {uˆk} which describes the
non-BPS operator.
Of course, what we have described above is merely a conjecture since we haven’t provided
any evidence apart from the tree-level analysis performed in [43].
6 Conclusion
In this paper, we computed the correlation functions on the 1/2-BPS Wilson loop in N = 4
SYM at one loop. The results are in perfect agreement with the localization computation
performed in [31]. We then examined the results from the point of view of the hexagonal-
ization approach [13,17].
The relation between our conjecture and the hexagon formalism for the single-trace cor-
relators [13] bears some resemblance to the KLT relation between open and closed string
amplitudes in flat space [46]. For instance, the number of hexagons that we need for the
correlators on the Wilson loop is precisely half the number that we need for the single-trace
correlators, being in line with the slogan (closed string) = (open string)2. Of course the ac-
tual relation between the two is more complicated than the KLT relation since the boundary
states would affect the computation nontrivially. Nevertheless it might be interesting to ask
if the analogy can be made more precise.
Let us end this paper by mentioning several future directions. The most pressing question
is to test our conjecture by performing the computation in the hexagonalization approach.
We tried to perform such computation but did not succeed in doing so owing to the complex-
ity of the multiparticle integrand. However, this is just technical difficulty and we believe
that it can be overcome with some more efforts.
From the four-point function we computed in this paper, one can extract the structure
constants of non-BPS operators on the Wilson loop by performing the conformal block
expansion. A similar idea was employed in [47] to test the hexagon formalism for the single-
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trace structure constants. It would be interesting to perform the same analysis in our set-up
and check the proposal in [43] at one loop and extend it to the higher-rank sectors.
Another interesting direction is to study the strong-coupling limit and compare it with
the results in [36]. Also interesting would be to consider long operators at strong coupling.
Such operators are dual to the classical open strings and the correlators are described by
some nontrivial classical string configuration. Determining the shape of such a configuration
is generally a hard problem, but one may be able to compute its area directly without
needing to know its shape by applying the methods developed in [16, 48–50]. It would
also be interesting to look for the analogue of the “simple” four-point functions analyzed
in [51,52].
We would also like to emphasize that the correlators on the Wilson loop are ideal quan-
tities for understanding the connection between the OPE and integrability: Unlike standard
single-trace operators whose OPE necessarily involves the multi-trace operators even in the
planar limit, the OPE of operators on the Wilson loop is closed at large N . This would make
it simpler to compare the OPE with the integrability-based approaches, and understand the
relation between the two [47].
It goes without saying that one can try to generalize our analysis to other set-ups which
are also described by the open string worldsheet. It would be particularly interesting to study
the correlators of mesonic operators in the flavored/orientifolded N = 4 SYM [53–55]21.
It would also be interesting to generalize our perturbative analysis to the non-planar level
and check the predictions for the non-planar correlators from the localization in [32].
More ambitiously, it would be exciting if one could express the correlators in the Chern-
Simons vector models in three dimensions [61–64] in terms of hexagons. Being vector-like
models, they likely admit a description in terms of some (limit of) open string theory in
AdS22, and one might hope that their correlators can be decomposed in a way similar to the
ones proposed in this paper. If true, that would provide a clue to the worldsheet description
of the Vasiliev theory [61, 66, 67] to which these theories are believed to be dual to. This
was actually the original motivation for this work and we hope to come back to it in the
not-so-distant future.
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A Action and Propagators
Here we summarize our convention of the action and the propagators. The convention follows
the one in [29], which is equivalent to the one in [23] up to minor modifications.
In our convention, the action of N = 4 SYM in the Euclidean signature reads
S =
1
g2YM
∫
d4x L , (125)
L = Tr
[
− [Dµ, Dν ]
2
2
+ (Dµφi)
2 +
[φi, φj]
2
2
+ iψ¯ΓµDµψ + ψ¯Γ
i[φi, ψ] + ∂
µc¯Dµc+ (∂µA
µ)2
]
,
where Dµ ≡ ∂µ − i[Aµ, •] and c and c¯ are the BRST ghosts. The Gamma matrices ΓA =
(Γµ,Γi) are the ten-dimensional Dirac matrices which satisfy the orthogonality relation
tr
(
ΓAΓB
)
= 16δAB . (126)
The propagators of individual fields can be read off from this action. For instance, the
results for the gauge field and the scalar read
〈(Aµ)ab(x)(Aν)cd(y)〉 = g
2
YMδ
a
cδ
c
b
8pi2
δµν
|x− y|2 ,
〈(φi)ab(x)(φj)cd(y)〉 = g
2
YMδ
a
cδ
c
b
8pi2
δij
|x− y|2 ,
(127)
where a-d are the color indices.
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